
Casey’s at Bat
On the Cyclone With Antifolk’s Holford

B Y  D A N  F I S H B A C K

Casey Holford is our last, best hope for masculinity. Men 
wage imperial wars, rape, plunder, and fill New York 
City’s open mics with banal songs of rage towards the 

women they ignore. The men of the world soliloquize. They rant. 
They spew. Then, there’s Casey Holford.
Casey Holford listens. His new album, All Young and Beautiful, 
spares us the typical grammar of the American male singer-
songwriter—the brooding inward, the ejaculations outward, 
the voiceless women with bodies transmogrified into 
“wonderlands”—vacant, cypher territories for the imperial 
imagination of Uncle Sam and his self-satisfied nephews. The 
dramatic situation of All Young and Beautiful is, like Holford 
himself, more modest, more down-to-earth, more real than 
your typical fare.

The voice of All Young and Beautiful, the character of these 
songs, does not impose his world view. He has no world view 
as the album begins. You watch as he forms it. You watch as 
he experiences the world around him, as he processes the 
mundane externalities of the everyday and comes out on the 
other side wiser, more textured, and more human.

In the wistful, rollicking “Moving Song” he’s at the mercy of 
his own possessions. “Junk” finds him attacked by form letters 
and mass emails, while with “Beard Song” his own facial hair 
alters his sense of self. The soul of this humble voice twists and 
turns around the ephemera of modern living, revealing more 
about humanity through its focus on the inhuman, the stuff, the 
crippling, crippling stuff.

“I guess it makes sense to me to deal with identity through 
the world of external objects,” says Holford, “because that’s 
the most powerful way to express what’s going on inside 
people. I used to be a big fan of [T.S. Eliot’s] The Waste 
Land, [The Lovesong of Alfred J.] Prufrock, Four Quartets, 
etc. And Eliot used to hold forth that emotions were so much 
more powerfully expressed through description of objects than 
description of people.” 

Visit any New York open mic night and you’ll find a whole 
class of people trying to “describe” themselves. Casey Holford 
describes a pile of junk mail, and the contours of his mind 
emerge in greater relief than the essence of your standard-issue 

ingénue with the overpriced Gibson, sketching her emotional 
experience with clumsy adjectives.

Everything good about Casey Holford is so much the 
opposite of everything bad about nearly everyone else. And 
when you’re so inundated with songwriters, as many of us are, 
a voice as fresh and honest as his cannot be exalted without 
tearing down his inferiors bloodily and with vengeance.

An imposing six feet, with broad shoulders, a barrel chest, a 
strong jaw, and piercing blue-green eyes, Casey Holford looks 
like a dude. When I first saw him perform, I dismissed him with 
the same anti-masculinist stance that I’ve shown so far here. It 
was 2003 and he was playing some pretty tasteful back-up 
guitar for folk singer Jenn Lindsay. I came to the show because 
I heard Jenn play some material about being a feminist, and 
being queer, and I was thinking, “What’s with the dude? 
Ooooh, look, a dude who plays guitar really well! Nice job, 
DUDE! Welcome to the world of DUDES who play guitar really 

well! Wowwwwee-Kazowee! Oh, and DUDE, if you haven’t 
realized yet, I’m being sarcastic.”Then I saw him play solo at a 
gay music event of all things (he isn’t by the way), and actually 
listened this time; to the guitar, not the voice, and when I closed 
my eyes, I could see the music in front of me. His strumming 
thrashed shapes in my mind, and his finger picking speckled 
those shapes with dots. After the show I told him his music was 
“geometrical” and his eyes widened, as if to say, “Totally.”

It’s no surprise that Holford’s songs are so shapely. His first 

love wasn’t music, it was drawing. 
“When I went to art school [at the Rhode Island School 

of Design], I thought I would be an illustrator or a painter,” 
says Holford. “Then I freaked and went into filmmaking. I got 
really into that for a couple of years, and definitely intended 
to find work in the field when I moved to New York, but the 
job market got horrible really quickly after September 11th, 
and I found myself temping at an investment bank, barely 
getting by.

“Doing very menial stuff, I pretty much couldn’t help thinking 
of songs,” says Holford. “I would think of entire melodies and 
instrumental parts in my head, away from instruments, and 
I would be writing lyrics endlessly in little snatches on Post-
its in my cubicle. So my songwriting was a response to the 
recession in a perverse way—boredom and poverty gave me 
inspiration.”

That poverty, and that inspiration, gave rise to the body of 
songs on his first full-length album, the calm, bright Bad Spell, 
Good Spell. It’s the perfect “wise beyond his years” album, 
filled with insightful, passionate songs about being broke, getting 
by, and trudging through big city life with your soul intact. It’s 
a mature album for immature people. And it’s got music that 
unfolds before you.

“I kind of ‘see’ sounds in my head, represented as lines 
and textures and movement,” says Holford. “I kind of beat my 
songs into shape so that they sound how I am looking at them 
in my head. I remember the first time I heard of the concept of 
synesthesia, it really resonated with me; seeing sounds, tasting 
colors. I think it’s because that’s how my senses work.”

Holford’s aesthetic instinct casts a wide net, from Patty 
Larkin to Minor Threat. Somewhere between these tastes, and 
between his two records, Holford was absorbed into two bands 
that sound nothing like any of those things, Urban Barnyard and 
Dream Bitches. 

In Urban Barnyard, a semi-joke band that writes songs 
about animals in the city, he plays bass. “I don’t think Casey 
even owned a bass at that point, but somehow he was still 
the greatest bass player ever,” says Barnyard singer, guitarist, 
and drummer Phoebe Kreutz. “Maybe that’s because he plays 
guitar kinda like it’s a bass and a rhythm guitar and a solo guitar 
at the same time.”

Holford’s lead guitar in post-riot grrl outfit Dream Bitches 
brings out the melodic wackiness in the songs of lead singer 
Yoko Kikuchi. Sans Holford, it’s an all-girl band. “I’ve often felt 
that, as a big straight dude, I defaulted to outsider status in 
the world of women’s music,” he says. “But talented women 
like Erin McKeown showed me that doesn’t have to be 
the case early on, and now I’m in a band I consider to be 

really hot shit, and that’s full of women. So I’m okay now.”
Just as Casey was sucked into these bands, I started to 

realize that he was the lyricist of my dreams. Bad Spell, Good 
Spell chemically fused with the plastic of my CD player, and 
I felt like the most jaded, idiotic man-hater ever to have had 
such a judgmental and prejudiced first impression of a man 
who, in all his apparent dudeness, writes songs like a feminist; 
with tenderness and skepticism, and without obliterating or 
colonizing the perspectives of others. 

Meanwhile he was spending choice evenings in seclusion 
at the recording studio where he works, stewing up the new-
wave/synth-folk masterpiece that is All Young and Beautiful. 

“His songwriting has evolved from great to fantastic to nearly 

perfect,” says brother and keyboardist Matt Holford.
It begins with a 23-second song. It’s pure, condensed 

Casey—“Got some whiplash and my neck stiff/ Broke my 
sunglasses and got scared as shit/ Got a raw throat, and I 
got burnt by the sun/ On the cyclone, on the cyclone, on the 
cyclone I had fun.” 

He’s at the mercy of the elements, but he volunteered for the 
ride. He’s battered, but he sees the beauty in his bruises. He 
assesses his state of injury, but then he looks outward.

More important than any lyrical interpretation or feminist 
analysis is this simple fact—this album rocks like fuck. As if Elliott 
Smith’s Figure 8 was twisted through the buttcrack of Cyndi 
Lauper’s She’s So Unusual.

Having performed but once with a 3-piece band, featuring 
members of psych punk band Pio Mazzotti and instrumental 
rock powerhouse Darediablo, Holford has only just begun to 
stage the unbridled rock that was previously constrained behind 
his massively chunky solo guitar arrangements.

It’s a thrill to trace the line from Holford’s consummate 
sweetness and modesty to the hugeness and dudeness of his 
rock bombast. It’s a line that’s walked every time you play his 
CD or watch him perform. Casey Holford is the missing link 
between lesbian folk, DC punk, ’80s synth-pop, and classic 
rock. He’s the link that makes them all seem like the same thing 
in the first place, and in the fragmentary, disjointed world that 
Holford laments in his songs, that’s a good thing.

For more information please visit www.caseyholford.com
Performance artist, singer, songwriter, and general gadfly to 

the cognoscenti, Dan Fishback leads the band Cheese on Bread 
and performs throughout New York and further parts unknown.
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Casey Holford is the missing link 
between lesbian folk, DC punk, 
’80s synth-pop, and classic rock. 
He’s the link that makes them all 
seem like the same thing in the 
first place.

Michael Carr
Cambridge, Mass.

Bust and apparition

Her babyface tylenol misbegotten
trivial principles of referral won’t appreciate
deaconess mint. The yellow pages now was my 
second choice
 exposed to street
on the balcony’s partitions they open
themselves but with goodwill
that’s the awful truth, the entire
time I thought I was living a normal life

Casey Holford photo
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Nature’s Way
Cadastral Map
Jill Magi
Portable Press at Yo-Yo Labs
By Mackenzie Carignan

Writing out of and against the grain 
of the wide genealogy of nature 
writing, Jill Magi’s chapbook 

Cadastral Map is an impressive lyric project 
that attempts to reconcile the role of language 
and commodity within the genre. From a broad 
lineage of writers including Wallace Stegner, 
Mary Oliver, and Ralph Waldo Emerson, Magi 
emerges as a fresh and innovative presence, 
calling attention to issues of materiality and 
commoditization of text and land.

More like Susan Howe than Oliver, Magi is 
determined to delineate the space of the page 
and the text itself as material presences instead 
of ineffectual transparencies. From line one of the 
poem, the written word, not as idea but as thing, 
is conjured into reality:

shadow cast by text
or shadow-text come to light

pushing our paved roads 
through the last silence then

What is Missing in the 
Picture?

A whole world lying outside
The brackets returns to

haunt the narrowed
page 

Magi prescribes a text that is not merely 
a flat, oblivious mechanism of conveyance. 
The text itself has agency. It stands as a solid 
presence, like a tree or mountain, capable of 
blocking light and paving roads. She carries 
this text, fragmented and somewhat daunting, 
into the rest of the chapbook. This is essential 
for Magi’s project, which is driven by her 
concern that nature writing has become a genre 
of ineffectual and homogenous propaganda 
rooted in the accepted tradition of destruction. 
It is from this tradition of destruction that Magi is 
able to ask, “What is Missing in the/ Picture?” 
Again, like Howe, she is interested in uncovering 
what has been marginalized or excluded from 
the tradition. It is the landscape of the “whole 
world lying outside” that Magi is working to 
reconcile.  

This particular sequence of poems is most 
interesting when it explores and delineates 
the connection between commodity, text, and 
nature. The title Cadastral Map serves as a 
significant tool of contextualization, placing the 
reader immediately in a place where landscape 
and commodity are intimately connected. 

As defined by Magi, a cadastral map is 
“drawn as if from an aerial view, composed 
by surveyors to determine land ownership for 
the purpose of taxation,” and it does not take 
into consideration actual topography or social 
relationships between farmers. Commodity and 
appraisal are the key elements to the map.

Lines like “learning to make/ the Editor’s// 
of omission/ among the trees & slips of// 
lawn” work well to tie in the role of text into 

this relationship—just as we appraise land and

nature, we appraise language as having certain 
paradigmatic value. This is something an editor 
would judge and execute because their role is 
essentially to omit. Following these lines, we get 
a glimpse of Magi’s gift in imagery: “slender 
note/ of a remembered/ redbreast// its boards 
covered/ in mottled brown paper// the sky 
spread over/ half-moon     the swallows// 
the garden the roses all/ gently omitted.” The 
complexity of these images is astounding and 
fluid while her talent for blending landscape 
images is clear—as readers we are on the page, 
in nature, and in the world of commodity-through-
exclusion all at the same time.

For ordering and other information contact 
Portable Press at Yo-Yo Labs editor Brenda 
Iijima—yoyolabs@hotmail.com

Mackenzie Carignan is finishing her PhD. 
at the University of Illinois, Chicago in creative 
writing. Her poetry has been published in 
Hayden’s Ferry Review, Bluesky Review, and 
The Chaffin Journal among other journals. She 
lives in Chicago with her husband Brian and 
young son Eliot. 

Space is the Place
Alphabets & Portraits
Dorothea Lasky
Anchorite Press
By Laura Carter

In his introduction to Dorothea Lasky’s poems 
in Boston Review’s Poet’s Sampler, Joshua 
Beckman writes of Lasky’s work that it “exist[s] 

in this uncomfortable certain space, and from it 
invite[s] us in, so that we can be a part of something 
essential, so that we can hear a voice that speaks 
of essential things.” Having read poems of Lasky’s 
I was curious to receive a chapbook of hers, and I 
am pleased to confess that I agree with Beckman. 
Lasky’s space is an “uncomfortable certain” one, 
a space that perhaps speaks less of essential 
things than it does speak around these things—as 
in the following lines from “Love Poem for Drawing 
Blood”:

The sky comes down to meet us
Or we are flung up from the universe
Collected in blood and the silent rain
Upon us now is a clownfish and the clownfish 

has no hurting.

This admission of the absurd inadequacy of 
even love to draw out the proper antidote from 
the wound that it inflicts leaves us with a distinctly 
hollow sense of the heart that enacts itself in the 
lines, as well as in the following from “Love for 
Mary Ruefle”—“I have six eyelashes in my desk 
drawer/ Waiting to be given to you./ I have five 
chicken hearts that are dried.”

Many of Lasky’s poems operate in the space 

just before admission, just before avowal, and 
in this lay their effectiveness. Occasionally it’s 
an admittance, as in the fourth section of the 
beautiful “Long Poem for Yeats”:

In the window I stare and stare
Through the thing that is clear thing, urn.

I am timid in my own regress.
In your heart, I yearn and yearn.

The first couplet of this small poem is glorious 
for its starkness and wordplay: Lasky has a gift 
for such language, as in “Roy Lichtenstein Was 
the Great Genius of the 20th Century”:

His body was there all cloisonné and 
yellow.

I sat with my mouthpiece all open in a great  
 dramatic horror.

My hair was like a wave of ocean there,   
 except

All pristine and perfect and still.

These lines are gorgeous (not just because 
“cloisonné” is one of my favorite words and 
jewelry pieces) in their understatement that sits 
right on the edge of an emotional catastrophe. 
Lasky’s work has many examples of this edge 
set primly and perhaps affectionately for us, with 
a light enough touch so to be nonchalant, with 
a dark enough undercurrent to sit with us, to get 
under our skin, to haunt us in the empty spaces 
that it inhabits to perhaps—hopefully—shock us out 
of our complacency by reminding us that it’s there. 
As Lasky writes in the chapbook’s first poem, 
“Portrait of Me and Vladimir Mayakovsky,” 
“Possibly all we have is chemistry.” Alphabets & 
Portrait’s chemistry is solid. 

For ordering and other information contact 
Anchorite Press editor Christopher Rizzo—
cbrandonrizzo@hotmail.com

Laura Carter lives in Atlanta with a houseful 
of animals. She is beginning to enjoy scholarship. 
Soon she will perhaps earn an MFA, if all goes 
as planned.

Lasky’s work has many examples 
of this edge set primly and perhaps 
affectionately for us, with a light 
enough touch so to be nonchalant, 
with a dark enough undercurrent 
to sit with us, to get under our skin, 
to haunt us in the empty spaces that 
it inhabits to perhaps—hopefully—
shock us out of our complacency by 
reminding us that it’s there.
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This is essential 
for Magi’s project, 
which is driven by her 
concern that nature 
writing has become 
a genre of ineffectual 
and homogenous 
propaganda rooted in 
the accepted tradition 
of destruction. It is 
from this tradition of 
destruction that Magi  
is able to ask, ‘What  
is Missing in the/ 
Picture?’
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BY  PA U L E T T E  P O W E L L

Recently Jim Salicrup, veteran comic book guru, 
editor, creator, and publisher (Papercutz, www.
papercutz.com), announced to Audrey Puente 

of WCBS-TV that “We are in a new golden age of 
comics.” 

Not only has Salicrup confirmed the comeback of 
this fan girl’s dream come true, he recently told me that 
Art News acknowledged it in their November cover 
story. “In case anyone still doubted it, comics are 
now officially an art form, with the opening this month 
of ‘Masters of American Comics’ in Los Angeles,” 
he said. “The first 
exhibition in an 
American art 
museum to set 
forth a canon of 
graphic masters, 
it is on display at 
the Museum of 
Contemporary 
Art and the 
University of 
California’s Hammer Museum” through March 12.

The 15 masters include Lyonel Feininger (The 
Kin-der-Kids), George Herriman (Krazy Kat), Winsor 
McCay (Little Nemo), Milton Caniff (Steve Canyon), 
Charles Schulz (Peanuts), Harvey Kurtzman (MAD),  
R. Crumb, Art Spiegelman (Maus), Chris Ware (Jimmy 
Corrigan: The Smartest Kid on Earth), Gary Panter 
(Jimbo), and my all-time hero, the king, Jack Kirby 
(Fantastic Four, X-Men). Comics are finally getting their 
due from the snobs, and I would just like to remind 
them that it has been said that-superhero comics-are 
the only original American art form!

•
Recently I attended a comic book/art release 

party-and exhibit at the Swedish embassy. There the 
Swedish ambassador and his wife enthusiastically 
hosted an event to showcase Sweden’s premier

cartoonist, Martin Kellerman, and his new-collection of 
strips Rocky, Vol. 1, The Big Payback (Fantagraphics), 
an autobiography of the artist’s life, a cross between 
R. Crumb and-hip-hop. It was surreal sipping wine and 
munching hors d’oeuvres at the Consulate General 
of Sweden with the usual crowd from the Museum 
of Comic Book and Cartoon Art (MoCCA) events, 
including MoCCA president Ken Wong and industry 
editor, writer, and gossip maven Heidi McDonald. 

If that’s not enough for folks to take comics seriously, 
they should have seen September’s Save CBGB’s 
fundraiser with DC Comics’ Sandman writer Neil 

Gaiman and DC/
Marvel artist, Kyle 
Baker. The event 
was sold out! 

All along I was 
into-comic books,  
with my childhood 
friends Herbert 
Graham, Owen 
Bodine, Doug 
McDuffy, and 

Adam Smith. They were more than art to me, but a little 
window to gaze at an alternate universe. Later some of 
these amazing artists would also become my friends, 
including King Kirby, Julie Schwartz, and Jack Abel. And 
Batton Lash, Miran Kim, and John Romita have even 
drawn me into comics and graphic novels.

I am still just a giddy fan girl, lucky enough to know 
the artists and become a collector. Like a proud mama, 
I love talking about my collection, from my Wonder 
Woman pages by Don Heck to my Books of Magic by 
Charles Vess. And I even got a Kirby too! But I haven’t 
stopped yet, I got my eye on an Arthur Suydam! 

For more information visit www.moccany.org
Graphic by Don Heck, copyright 1985 DC Inc.
Paulette Powell became an East Villager in 1989 

and has curated many reading series, most recently 
Angels on the Bowery at CB's 313 Gallery.
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It’s the New 
Golden Age of Comics

The Swedish ambassador and his wife 
enthusiastically hosted an event to showcase 
Sweden’s premier cartoonist, Martin Kellerman, 
and his new-collection of strips. It was surreal 
sipping wine and munching hors d’oeuvres at the 
Consulate General of Sweden with the usual crowd 
from the Museum of Comic Book and Cartoon Art.

FEATURES

New from Boog Literature

Sean Cole’s 
The December Project

The December Project is a collection of  
poem postcards written daily 
each December since 2001 to 

BOOG editor David Kirschenbaum.

To get your copy by mail  
send a check or money order for $12 payable to  

David Kirschenbaum, Boog Literature,  
330 W.28th St., Suite 6H, NY, NY 10001-4754

the december project
sean  cole
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ART

Sue Coe

About the Artist Sue Coe is one of the most important politically oriented artists living in the U.S. today. From the outset of her career working as an illustrator for such publications 
as The New York Times and Time magazine, Coe was committed to reaching a broad audience through the print media. Later, she began creating extended visual discourses on subjects (such 
as racial discrimination or animal rights) that she felt were not being adequately addressed by conventional news organizations. Widely written about and exhibited, Coe has appeared on 
the cover of Art News and has been the subject of a retrospective exhibition at the Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden in Washington, D.C. Her work is in the collections of many major 
museums, including The Metropolitan Museum of Art and The Museum of Modern Art in New York.
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POLITICS
BY  D E A N N A  Z A N DT

Two months into the new year, and I’m 
thinking of all the things that I still want 
to see happen in the political landscape 

during 2006.
Preservation legislation for the Lower 

East Side. 2005 saw a surge of activity in the 
neighborhood of the city most notorious for its 
radical and populist politics: zoning forums, 
bar and nightlife battles, coalitions of block 
associations coming together, the struggles to 
save P.S. 64 and St. Brigid’s Church. Here’s 
hoping that it gets even hotter in ’06. The 
West Village recently won groundbreaking 
legislation for its lo-rise character and building 
styles. The LES can do the same. Check out the 
Ludlow Orchard Community Organization for 
resources and updates: www.theloco.org

On that note, I’m also hoping that 2005 was 
the peak of popularity for the LES and still-
nice parts of Williamsburg. I hope and pray 
every night when I come home after pushing my 
way through the teeming throngs that these are 
the has-been neighborhoods for the trenderati 
in 2006. This is a totally selfish wish, but, hey, 
I’m taking my liberty as a writer here.

At the state level, it’s high time that New 
York State addresses the absolutely 
abysmal state of health care, especially 
the bloated corruption of the Medicaid and 
Medicare programs. The sad state they’re in 
gives conservatives a reason to try and destroy 
the programs altogether, and it would leave

millions without any form of medical access. It’s 
time to set ourselves up for success in the health 
care department folks! People like the Working 
Families Party are doing great stuff. Check them 
out here: www.workingfamiliesparty.org

Can we please resolve the Critical 
Mass bullshit that’s been plaguing us 
since August 2004? Prior to the Republican 
National Convention coming to town, the 
monthly Critical Mass bike ride was a fun 
gathering that the NYPD helped manage and 
navigate. More recently bikers are treated like 
criminals, and less is being done to ensure 
that biking is a safe and viable mode of 
transportation in a city already too bogged 
down with monster SUVs. It’s time for the city 
to bury the hatchet against bikers. Want to get 
involved? Talk to Times UP! www.times-up.org

A *real* Democratic Party! This one was 
inspired by Jim Hightower’s recent Christmas 
wish list screed (disclosure: I work for The 
Hightower Lowdown). Jim lays it out on the line. 
“A real Democratic Party would say, ‘We’re on 
your side!’” That hasn’t happened in years. They 
sold us out long ago to corporate interests, but 
there are elements of change that could swing 
them back to being a party of the people. (Yes, 
I’m the eternal optimist.) More from Jim is here: 
www.jimhightower.com. And saving the Dems? 
Well, there are a bunch of folks.

Bill Clinton taught us that lying under oath 
can get you impeached. Well, how about 
spying on your own damn people? The

indictments handed over to Scooter Libby in 
‘05 didn’t go far enough. This man has got to 
go, so learn the mantra that will hopefully be all 
the rage in ‘06—IMPEACH GEORGE BUSH.

Midterm elections will hit in 2006, as well 
as our opportunity to elect a new governor.  
I beg of my fellow spin doctors out there: 
please, please, PLEASE show us some 
vision, hope, and positive messages for 
this year. We can be anti-this and anti-that 
forever, but we’ll just keep losing. And a bit 
of wisdom from Prof. George Lakoff—the facts 
alone will not set us free. We need to be telling 
the story of America, of New Yorkers with the 
positive light it deserves. Too many people out 
there are suffering in darkness and fear. It’s 
up to us to provide the only antidote to those 
elements—hope. Shameless plug: AlterNet has 
just launched the Echo Chamber blog, which is 
looking at framing and echoing our messages, 
and I’m blogging about language over there: 
www.alternet.org/blogs/echochamber

While we’re on the topic of framing and 
messaging, a note to all my pals out there in the

political independent media—can we ditch 
some of the earnestness and make 
politics fun again? I’m a political junkie, and 
if even I’m getting bored to tears by reading 
and watching some of this stuff, man, then I 
can see why the general populace doesn’t 
even blink at us. I’m not saying that you have 
to ditch the serious stories, I’m just saying 
that we have to lighten up just a little, tiny bit, 
okay? Here in NYC, you can revel in political 
goodness with Complacent Nation—www.
complacent.org

Mother Nature showed us who’s who 
throughout 2005. New Orleans’ suffering 
continues today with red tape and the 
potential razing of poor neighborhoods in 
favor of hyper-development. Their struggle 
is the same struggle we face here in NYC, 
on an exponentially more horrific scale than 
any of us can imagine. Let’s hope the people 
there, and here, can rebuild their own homes 
and neighborhoods with their own vision and 
meeting the needs of their own people. I highly 
recommend the Gulf Coast Reconstruction 
Watch for keeping tabs on the situation down 
there: www.reconstructionwatch.org

Political submissions are welcome! Essays, 
poems, articles, what-have-you. For more info 
email deanna@notanalternative.net

Deanna Zandt is a digital media activist 
and strategist in the Lower East Side. She writes 
daily for AlterNet. You can visit her at www.
alternet.org/bloggers/deanna

My Wish List for 2006
New Orleans’ suffering 

continues, with red tape and 

the potential razing of poor 

neighborhoods in favor of 

hyper-development.

Olive Juice Music presents 
A Night of Real Independent Music
Monday, March 27, $3
Free Cookies for the early birds!

The Cakeshop
152 Ludlow St.

(bet. Stanton and Rivington)

NYC

  7:30 p.m.  Amy Bezunartea
  8:00 p.m.  Nan Turner (Pantsuit, Schwervon!)

  9:00 p.m.  The Leader (Kansas State Flower)

10:00 p.m.  Clint Michigan (The Isotoners)

11:00 p.m.  DJ Major Matt Mason spins a variety   
     of your local DIY favorites! 
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Nada Gordon
Kensington, Brooklyn 

Porpo-Thang
The porpoises fling up their
orange underthings; swaying
in the wind, their heavy rotation
is brief and horrifying,

full of bright scrawls, of thin
and lacy garters.
There isn’t a place
in this world that doesn’t

sooner or later drown
in the porridge of upload,
but now, for a while,
the bustier

shines like an undertaker
as it floats above everything
with its yellow cognitive science.
Of course nothing stops the flimsy,

black, curved porousness
from bending forward—
of course
restlessness is the great undertone.

But I also say this: that thongs
are an invitation
to undervaluation,
and that undervaluation,

when it’s done right,
is a kind of porousness,
palpitating and porphyritic.
Inside the tight fields,

touched by their rough and spongy noises,
I am washed and washed
in the porridge
of satin delight—

and what are you going to do—
what can you do
about it—
flung, orange negligee?

Brandon Brown
San Francisco

I Want to Play Catch with Bill Luoma
I went to plough cod with bilge lunulae.
yeah, I did plot cons with dirge salespeople—
spear my kneaded breadloaf and I’ll recline
and drink beer—I need hemlock to unwind.

From the doohickey to the dope dornick
from low country to the lucubrator
from the passado back to par value
we can’t stay sober on this fearful watch.

When the pitchers and catchers go report
when the prepay and the prescriptions hurt,
when the swift ships and shitty hamstrings squeak
and favor the foe with woesome guest-gifts

you’ll see me holler checkmate and then split
in the deeps of the gray brine beseeching
in the deeds of the gore brine beseeching
in the decoys of the Gore ’ministration

we ’04d and ’00d and uh oh’d too
propped the fair-tressed Pallas and the well-dressed
Dallas, Texas alderpeople—you’re served.
Admirely we desire baby’s tan.

Yeah, I did play catch with Bill Luoma.
It was fucking awesome hurt my hand.

Logan Ryan Smith
Boulder, Colo.

Narcissus 2000
when narcissus was careful with it he carried his mirror
around in public and asked what others saw in it
he carried it around but couldn’t care less what others saw
in the mirror when there came the celebrity of the future
upon his reflection and he was confused
because suddenly it was 2002 and he didn’t know
where he began but was sure that he still loved him-
self and that he was glad to be gone from echo that echo
had died a long time ago but there in the city of the country
he did not know he was in he found the gutter
was beautiful with cigarettes, trash and his face
and in the drain today he sits and his name
is bubblegum wrapper [Wrigley] and whiskey bottle
[ANCIENT AGE] and spit and metal bearings 
and come on get over it it’s never going to change
I love myself and don’t care what you think
I’ll sit here and stare at this and what was before
(you don’t know what was before and I’m okay
with that that you don’t know because you shouldn’t)
and I’ll tell myself that I have had a place
and I have paid my rent and that the city of the country
that I live in is looking out for me because I am me
HELLO HELLO HELLO HI I think you know me 
by now you have heard me by now this is COMPLETELY
IMPOSSIBLE that you have forgotten me and that my
little prayers to myself have gone unnoticed and forgotten
take them please take them now and go on with them
flourish and frolic and do whatever it is you people do
just LISTEN and move on with what I give them and you
I hope you have a wonderful day with all that I give you

March  14 Skanky Possum (Aust in,  Texas) ,  with readings 

by Basi l  King and Kr is t in  Preval le t ,  and music  f rom I  Feel  Tractor

Apr i l   11  One Less Magazine (Wil l iamsburg,  Mass.)
May 9 Aerial Magazine/Edge Books (Washington, D.C.)

Plus different musical acts each reading, and wine and cheese.

Events are Second Tuesdays at 6:00 p.m.

ACA Galleries 529 W.20th St., 5th Flr. (bet. 10th & 11th aves)

d.a levy lives
each month celebrating a renegade press

hosted by BOOG CITY editor David Kirschenbaum
For information call 212-842-BOOG (2664) • editor@boogcity.com

Russell Salamon and Kent Taylor watching d.a. levy set type for his renegade press books, c. 1963-1964.

About the Poets
Brandon Brown’s My Life as A Lover is out on Detumescene. Michael Carr (cover) is 
the editor of Katalanché Press. Nada Gordon’s most recent book is V. Imp. (Faux Press). 
Logan Ryan Smith is the editor of Small Town.
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New from Portable Press at Yo-Yo Labs!

when you awake by Diane Ward

Make checks for $6.00 ppd. payable to:
Brenda Iijima
596 Bergen St.

Brooklyn, NY 11238
yoyolabs@hotmail.com

sona books announces LULLABY

a chapbook by Joanna Gunderson*

plus chapbooks & broadsides from the

‘05 GIFT-publishing EXCHANGE

go to www.sonaweb.net for more info

(*editor and publisher of Red Dust Books)

Jonathan Berger’s new album
The Unrepetentant Genius of Mr. B

available at 

www.olivejuicemusic.com/ojstoremerch-jonberger.html

www.olivejuicemusic.com/jonberger.html



www.boweryartsandscience.org


